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Your Bangkok Guide
Food ingredients (Fi) Asia returns to Bangkok, Thailand, to showcase domestic and international 

ingredient suppliers, distributors, and food and beverage manufacturers from all over the world. As 

one of the most developed food and beverage industries in Southeast Asia, Thailand is the perfect 

spot to bring industry leaders together to highlight the exciting opportunities in the ASEAN region. 

To help you prepare for your trip and get the most out of your time in Bangkok, we have put 

together a city guide which covers everything from visas and currency information, to food you 

have to try while you’re in the city and tourist attractions to catch if you can make a bit of time. 



Things to know before you go
Currency: 
The official currency in Thailand is the Thai baht (THB). 

Coins come in denominations of 1, 2, 5, and 10 baht. 

Notes come in denominations of 20, 50, 100, and 1000 baht. 
One baht is broken down into 100 satang, with 25 and 50 satang 

available. Satangs are not that common so as long as you stick  

to baht you will get by just fine. 

General conversion rate:

1 EUR  = 35 THB
1 USD = 32 THB
1 GBP = 42 THB

Cash or Credit Card

Cash is used widely in Bangkok so we recommend always having some baht on you. Western hotels and 
restaurants will accept card, but more local establishments will only accept cash. 

ATMs are common in Bangkok, but withdrawal fees can be quite high with an average cost of 200 THB per 
transaction. Exchanging your money is a good option as exchange fees will be considerably less than ATM 
fees. US dollars are the most widely accepted currency for exchange followed by British pounds and euros. 

Visas
Who Needs a Visa?
Thailand have a visa exemption rule for 55 countries, meaning no visa is needed to enter the country. This 
allows tourists to stay up to 30 days. 

Visa on arrival is open to 21 countries which means a tourist visa is obtained upon arrival to Thailand at the 
airport. This visa costs 2000 THB which must be paid in Thai currency, and allows you to stay for 15 days in the 
country.

If you are not from a country which allows visa exemption or visa 
on arrival, you will need to secure a visa in advance of your travels 
from the Royal Thai Embassy in your region. 

Visa requirements
For all types of visa or tourist entry to Thailand, your passport must 
be valid for at least six months after the expiry date of your visa. 

All tourists arriving to Thailand must be able to prove onward 
travel and be able to prove adequate funds of up to 10,000 THB. 

Top tip
When arriving in Thailand have proof of onward travel, confirmationof accomodation in Thailand, and bank statements to prove possessionof 10,000 THB. The process is straightforward, but if you have allthis to hand it will make everythingrun smoothly!
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Using the Internet and Apps
Wifi is available in larger hotels, restaurants, and cafes in Bangkok. Public 
wifi is not very strong, so make sure to load apps with what you need before 
leaving your hotel.   

Plug Sockets
There are three associated plug types in Thailand, types A, B, and C. Plug type 
A has two flat parallel pins, plug type B has two flat parallel pins and a 
grounding pin, and plug type C has two round pins. Thailand operates on a 
230V supply voltage and 50Hz. 

Using your Phone
International Roaming
Most mobile phone providers offer customers international roaming 
services when you sign up for your phone contract. Check with your 
mobile phone provider to see if they offer international roaming, and 
what the rates are for Thailand. International roaming can be an 
expensive option, but it’s good to know how much it would cost if you 
have to make a call or switch on your data.

Unlocking your Phone
If you can get an unlocked mobile phone, which means your phone is 
not tied to a certain carrier’s network, that means your phone will work 
with more than one service provider. 

With an unlocked phone you can buy a local prepaid SIM card in 
Thailand which is often available from shops within the airport, metro 
stations, hotels, and convenience stores. AIS, dtac (Happy), and TrueMove 
are the main mobile providers. Prices average about 220 THB for a seven 
day package including data. You need to provide a copy of your passport and 
a photo may be taken of you for verification when you buy a SIM card. 

꙳Top tip꙳
You can buy SIM cards at

convenience stores for really

reasonable prices, but for 

ease you can buy SIM cards

at kiosks and self-service 

machines at international

airports. It will be a little more

expensive, but the process is  

that bit easier!
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Local Culture
Bangkok is situated in Central Thailand, and is the political, economic, and 
cultural centre of Thailand. Across the country one of the most important 
influences on Thai culture is the Buddhist religion, with 95% of the population 
identifying as practicing Buddhists. This affects local customs, social norms, 
and etiquette. We’ve pulled together some useful info on etiquette while 
you’re in Thailand so that you can do your best to be respectful of local culture.   

Etiquette 
Everyday Etiquette
Thai people are accustomed to tourists and do not expect those visiting to observe everyday customs. 
However, it is respectful to observe basic local manners. Publicly expressing emotion like anger or sadness is 
not common among the Thai people, while we don’t suggest you repress emotion, be mindful not to be too 
loud or emotive around local people. 

The head is considered the most sacred part of the body in Thailand. Make sure not to touch anyone’s head, 
including a child’s, and if you do so accidentally just apologise! The feet are considered the most lowly part of 
the body so you should not point with your feet. 

Thailand is ruled by a monarchy, and it is illegal for Thai people to speak ill of their ruling body. Ensure you are 
respectful of the monarchy and keep political opinions to yourself. 

Business Etiquette
Thai contacts will not expect you to know and understand all customs, but it is a good idea to try and remember 
the following in a business context

• Greeting: If you initiate a greeting it is acceptable to lead with a handshake. If you are greeted with a wai
greeting, hands together in prayer position with a slight bow, then it is appropriate for you to return the wai.

• Business Cards: When giving someone your business card, always do so with your right hand or with two hands

• Seniority: Don’t be surprised at the adherence to hierarchy. You may be asked quite a few questions which
might seem personal, but this is just to gauge your position within the hierarchy.

• Seniority: Don’t be surprised at the adherence to hierarchy. Often only the most senior person at a meeting
speaks.

• Politeness: Courtesy and politeness are a cornerstone of Thai culture. It’s important to always be friendly, and
never show anger or criticise someone publicly.

• Dress: Thai people present themselves as professional and groomed. Business attire erring on the conservative
side is best, but when in a casual setting more casual clothing is appropriate.

Tipping 
Tipping is not expected in Bangkok, but it is appreciated. We recommend you round up your bill, and at restaurants 
add 10% tip. It is not common to tip taxi drivers, but again if you want to round up the bill for ease you won’t lose out 
on too much money it and will be appreciated. 
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Getting Around
From the Airport: 
Suvarnabhumi International Airport is located 25km east of the city, 
and is well connected to downtown Bangkok and other nearby towns 
and beach resorts. 

• Airport Rail Link: The Airport Rail Link is the cheapest way to get to
Bangkok, and it is a good way to avoid traffic. The station is in the
airport and the Rail Link (express service) costs 150 THB, taking 15
minutes to get to central Bangkok. The slower city link (commuter
service) costs 15 to 45 THB and takes 35 minutes to get to the city. Both lines run
from 6am to 11:55pm.

• Taxi: Metered taxis are an easy way to get to the city. Once you clear customs and immigration, walk
downstairs to the first level and you will see a taxi line outside (ignore anyone inside the airport who is
offering you a taxi). Trips to the city cost between 250-400 THB, and you have to pay an additional 50
THB for tolls. The ride takes between 45-75 minutes depending on traffic and location.

Public Transport
Bangkok is a bustling city with a public transport system that can be tricky to navigate. If you avoid rush 
hour, are prepared for a change in weather, and carry cash, you’ll be able to get around. 

• BTS/ Skytrain: Also known as the Skytrain, BTS is Bangkok’s
overground train system. With two lines BTS covers most of the
city’s business district and can be a quick and easy way to get
around. Tickets cost between 15 and 45 THB and you usually
need coins to purchase them from machine.

• MRT/ Metro: MRT is Bangkok’s metro system. It also has two lines
and it covers some gaps that BTS doesn’t serve. The Blue Line runs
underground through much of the downtown area, while the
purple line runs overground serving the northern suburbs. Journey
tokens cost between 16 and 42 THB, and while it is a quick,
convenient option, MRT can often be overcrowded.

• Metered Taxi: Bangkok traffic is notoriously busy, but an air-
conditioned taxi can be a relief and escape from the pollution on
the streets. Make sure the meter is always used and expect to pay
35 THB as a starting fee with 5 to 10 THB per km.

• Tuk Tuk: No trip to Bangkok is complete without a journey in a tuk tuk! Less common among locals, tuk
tuks have become a tourist experience. Short journeys should cost 20 to 50 THB, while a longer jaunt
might take you up to 150 THB. Make sure to always negotiate a price before you set out, and make
sure to hold on!

Top tip
Take the airport rail link to thecity if you are traveling solo,but if you are traveling in agroup of three or more it will work out cheaper to get a taxi.Make sure that the taxi driveruses the meter!

Top tip
Transport in Bangkok can be

confusing, and in such a massive,

busy city it can be hard to know 

where to start. We suggest asking

your hotel for advice, and visit  

www.transitbangkok.com  

for a handy journey checker.
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Recommended Restaurants
From famous street food to fine dining, Bangkok has something for everyone. We’ve rounded up some 
great restaurants for you to try:

Eating in Bangkok
Drinking Water
The tap water in Bangkok is not safe to drink. Always buy bottled water 
which is easily available in shops and restaurants.  

Bangkok Dishes 
Bangkok, by far Thailand’s largest city, is a melting pot of people and food 
with its own distinct local cuisine. A trip to the city isn’t complete without trying 
some of these local dishes. 

• Pad Thai: Originally known
as kuay tiew phad, pad thai
is one of Thailand’s most
recognisable dishes. A noodle
dish traditionally served with
bean sprouts, egg, lime, and
seasoning, there are meat
and vegetarian variations.
Thipsami, a local chain, is 
your best bet for this dish. 

• Tom yam: This soup is sour,
salty, spicy, and sweet all at
once! You can get a few
variations of this dish but
we recommend going to
Krua Apsorn, a legendary
restaurant in the city’s
oldest district, to get a bowl
of tom yam. 

• Boat noodles: Small
bowls of noodles used to
be served from boats along the canals
and rivers of Bangkok, giving rise to boat
noodles. Served in small portions, the
noodles are usually bathed in rich pork
or beef broth making it a full-flavoured
dish. Head to Victory Monument to 
sample some of the best boat noodles
around.

• Som tam: A spicy green papaya
salad, som tam originated in the rural
northwest of the country and was
introduced to Bangkok by migrant
workers. This salad packs a punch, and
to get the real deal go to Jay So.

• Chinatown: Considered the
birthplace of Thai street food,
Chinatown is the best spot to
try some local dishes and take
in the energetic atmosphere.
Head to Jay Eng (105 Charoen
Krung Road, on the pavement
opposite the Chao Por Heng
Jia shrine) for delicious satay.
For famous fried oysters try Nai
Mong Hoi Thod (539 Phlapphla
Chai Road).

• Mit Ko Yuan: Traditional
local restaurants in Bangkok
are often referred to as
Shophouses. Casual, tasty, and
cheap, these are great places
to get an authentic meal.
Mit Ko Yuan is one of the best
Shophouses going. Don’t leave
without trying the try tom yum

goong (186 Thanon Dinso, Phra 
Nakhon, Bangkok 10200).

• Supanniga Eating Room:
Trendy and casual, this
restaurant serves traditional
Thai comfort food where there
will be something for everyone.
If it’s a nice day head to the
open-air rooftop and try the
rich crab curry (160/ 11 Soi
Sukhumvit 55).

• Err: Describing itself as an
urban rustic Thai restaurant,
Err is a traditional shophouse
reimagined as a quirky,
colourful restaurant. A nice
spot for a meal, or just for
nibbles and a drink (394/35
Maha Rat Rd, Khwaeng Phra
Borom Maha Ratchawang,
Khet Phra Nakhon, Krung Thep

Maha Nakhon 10200).

• Issaya Siamese Club: Housed
in a 1920s villa, Issaya is a chic, 
bohemian restaurant serving
Thai food with a European
twist. It’s a little pricey, but not
by Western standards. Try get a
table in the lush garden where
the vegetables and herbs for
the restaurant are grown (4 Soi
Sri Aksorn, Chua Ploeng Road,
Sathorn, Bangkok).

Top tip
Thai street food and

shophouses are legendary,

and it’s where you’ll find

the locals. Make sure to be

cautious regarding hygiene

and water, but don’t miss 

out on the great food, 

flavours, and atmosphere.
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Things to do
If you find some time in your schedule to see a little more of Bangkok, here are some of the highlights of 
this unique city.

• Buddhist Temples: You can’t come to Bangkok and not see the incredible Buddhist temples. The
three main temples are Wat Phra Kaew, Wat Pho, and Wat Arun. The first is the most popular, but
if you only have time for one we recommend Wat Pho where you can see an impressive reclining
Buddha measuring 46 metres in length and 15 metres in height.

• The Grand Palace: Formerly the Prince of Thailand’s residence and the government headquarters,
the Grand Palace is an architectural marvel. This is one of the top tourist attractions in the city so
book ahead and make sure to observe the dresscodes.

• Canal Boat Trip: Often referred to as the Venice of the East, a visit to Bangkok isn’t complete without
a boat trip along the Chai Phraya River and its offshoot canals. A nice way to get away from the
hectic city, you’ll come across floating markets and locals selling all sorts from their boats. Be wary of
boat ride scams as many people will try and overcharge tourists.

• Chatuchak Market: If you have a bit of free time on Saturday or Sunday, head to Chatuchak, one
of the largest markets in the world. Selling everything you could think of and at local prices, you’ll
definitely leave with something. We advise going early in the morning to avoid the crowds.

• Jim Thompson House: Jim Thompson was an American architect turned silk entrepreneur who fell
in love with Thailand, building an incredible house which observed Thai architectural traditions.
The story of the house and Thompson who disappeared in Malaysia in the 1960s, is fascinating and
definitely worth a visit. Make sure to arrive early and book ahead.

• Lumpini Park: Take a bit of time to recharge in this oasis in the middle of the city. At the weekends the
park is busy with people having picnics, doing Thai Chi and other activities.

• Go to a Kickboxing Match: Thai kickboxing, Muay Thai, is a national sport and a great night out. Join
the locals in cheering on fighters and soak up the electric atmosphere.

• Drink on top of the City: For the best 360 views of Bangkok grab a drink at Vertigo and Moon bar on
the 61st floor of the Banyan Tree Hotel.

• Thai Massage: Thailand is famous for its massages, and what better way to unwind after a long day
than a visit to one of the many traditional parlours. With so many to choose from,
it’s best to ask for at your hotel recommendations.
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